Lunar subsurface investigated from correlation of seismic noise.
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The passive imaging technique is based on the time-domain cross-correlation of acoustic or seismic waves acquired at two passive sensors. The main assumption is that the cross-correlation yields the Green function (GF) between the receivers, i.e. the impulse response recorded at one sensor, with the other acting as source. Initial applications of the method include helioseismology, where it provided images of the Sun’s interior [Duvall et al., 1993] and more recently, it has been tested in the ultrasonic domain using diffuse fields [Lobkis and Weaver, 2001; Devode et al., 2003, Larose et al., 2004] as well as with noise [Weaver and Lobkis, 2001]. Passive imaging has also been achieved using seismic coda [Campillo and Paul, 2003] as well as seismic noise [Shapiro et al., 2004; Shapiro et al., 2005; Sabra et al., 2005] for frequencies ranging from 0.025 to 0.2 Hz. In the latter application it provided well-resolved images of the first 20 km of the subsurface beneath California. On Earth, these studies have shown that a statistical treatment of seismic noise yield the GF when averaged over sufficiently long time. Microseismic background noise is mainly excited by surface sources like oceanic and atmospheric perturbations [Rhie and Romanowicz, 2004]. The purpose of the present paper is to take the passive imaging method beyond the Earth and apply it to extraterrestrial planets on which neither an ocean nor an atmosphere exists. In particular, our aim is to investigate the method in the case where the microseismic background noise is made of fully diffusive waves, at frequencies higher than previously investigated [Shapiro et al., 2005].

The only solar system body other than the Earth from which we have seismic observations pertinent to its interior properties is the Moon. From 1969 to 1972 the US Apollo program installed one short-lived and four long-lived seismic stations on the Moon. All but the first station were operated until 1977. The data collected by the Apollo seismic network provided the basis for a number of studies of lunar seismicity and internal structure published during the 1970s, early 1980s, and again recently [Latham et al., 1973; Toksöz et al., 1974; Nakamura et al., 1982; Khan and Mosegaard, 2002; Lognonné et al., 2003]. In addition to the above passive seismic experiments, active seismic experiments were also carried out on missions 14, 16 and 17. The main objective was to infer the velocity structure of the uppermost part of the crust down to a few km depth using traditional seismic refraction techniques [Cooper and Kovach, 1974].

Apollo 17 touched down on the floor of the Taurus-Littrow Valley near the southeastern rim of the Serenitatis Basin, which consists of irregular, heavily cratered regolith developed on lava flows partly filling an embayment between massifs 2 km high [Heiken et al., 1991]. The Apollo 17 Lunar Seismic Profiling Experiment (LSPE) was deployed on Dec. 14, 1972 at a distance of about 180 m W-NW of the lunar module. Four geophones, with natural resonant frequencies of 7.5 Hz, were deployed in a triangular array (Fig. 1) and recorded the vertical ground velocity in the frequency range from 3 to 30 Hz during the landing mission in 1972 [Kovach et al., 1973] and then again from August 1976 to April 1977. The geophones were simultaneously connected to the central station where the seismic signals $S_{1...4}(t)$ were sampled at 118 Hz and digitized before being telemetered to the Earth. Prior to conversion into a 7-bit digital format (counts 0 to 127), the signals were conditioned using a logarithmic compression, which was done to increase the dynamic range. A typical four-channel record is displayed in Fig. 1.

We processed continuous data from Aug. 15, 1976 to Apr. 24, 1977. They are time-windowed into 2016 record samples, each lasting about $T = 3$ hours for a given record $d$. The correlated traces are calculated directly from the raw data without applying any decompression or correction filter. The absence of decompression tends to equalize the noise amplitude. For a given pair of geo-
FIG. 1: Configuration of the Apollo 17 LSPE experiment. It was composed of four geophones (velocimeters): G1, G2, G3 and G4, all connected to a central station for signal sampling, digitization and telemetering. A sample of raw seismic data from each geophone on Aug. 16, 1976 (UTC time) is displayed in the enclosed box (no logarithmic decompression). Typical correlations $C_{ix}(\tau)$, $C_{jx}(\tau)$, $C_{xy}(\tau)$ are plotted between the corresponding pair of sensors. Crosses in the center of each correlation trace mark $\tau=0$. NASA photo A17.S72-37259.

FIG. 2: Dispersion analysis of the Rayleigh pulse. (a) The wave packet is filtered in two non-overlapping frequency bands (around 4.5 Hz and 9 Hz). (b) Observed dispersion curve of the Rayleigh wave group velocity. Dots: observations. Crosses: calculated data from the profile shown in (c). (c) Result of the inversion of the dispersion curve showing the upper 10 m of the shear wave velocity profile.

phones $i,j$, and the record $d$, a cross-correlated trace is determined as:

$$C_{ij}^d(\tau) = \int_{-T}^{T} S_i(t+\tau) S_j(t) dt$$ (1)

Correlated traces are then filtered in the frequency range of interest (4-12 Hz). The central part of each trace $|\tau| < 0.5$ s (cross-talking between geophones induces a peak at the correlation time $\tau = 0$) is not displayed. Each trace is normalized by its maximum value. At the end we computed the average of the correlations over the set of records $d$. Typical results are displayed in Figs. 1, 2(a) and 3(a). A well-defined pulse is observed both for positive and negative correlation times $\tau$. Why should this pulse emerge from the correlations? Seismic waves propagating in the direction $j \to i$ add up coherently in the correlation, and contribute to this well-defined pulse for times $\tau > 0$ (causal part of the correlations). Seismic waves propagating in the opposite direction ($i \to j$) contribute to the well defined pulse for times $\tau < 0$ (acausal part of the correlations). Waves propagating in other directions add up incoherently and contribute to the residual fluctuations in the correlations [Roux et al., 2004].

The reconstructed pulses are interpreted as Rayleigh waves between geophones $i$ and $j$, i.e. the ground velocity response of the subsurface at $j$ to a vertical impulsive force at $i$. They are found to propagate with an average velocity of $\sim 50$ m/s, and are clearly dispersive, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The group velocity is evaluated by picking the envelope arrival time of the Rayleigh pulse. This pulse is filtered around 14 different frequencies, ranging from 3.6 Hz to 11.4 Hz (33% bandwidth). Velocities were calculated when the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the correlated traces is $>2$. When possible we averaged velocities over the three central pairs of geophones. The group velocity dispersion curve is plotted (dots) in Fig. 2(b). The uncertainties on observed velocities are estimated to be 5%. This dispersion curve is used to retrieve the shear velocity profile through iterative linearized inversion [Herrmann and Ammon, 2004]. A four layer model was assumed with variable thickness and velocities. The inverted shear-wave velocity profile is displayed in Fig. 2(b). The inversion was stopped once calculated data (Fig. 2(b), crosses) fit the observations (dots) within 3%. While obviously more complex models can be found, our chosen parameterisation reflects the minimum number of layers that were found needed to fit data. The velocity jump below 5 m depth is interpreted as the base of the lunar regolith, consisting of impact breccias. Cooper et al. [1974], using travel time inversion of refracted P-waves, found that the compressional wave velocity beneath the Apollo 17 site was around 100 m/s from 0 to 4 m depth and 327 m/s from 4 to 32 m depth. Our shear wave profile thus complements their P-wave profile, giving the $v_p/v_S$ ratio of the Lunar regolith at this site of $\sim 2$. The present result is also consistent.
FIG. 3: (a) Example of correlation $C_{34}(\tau)$ filtered in the 4-12 Hz range. The right peak (causal part, $\tau > 0$) corresponds to the Rayleigh wave propagating from G4 to G3 as if G4 was a vertical impulsive source. The left peak is the acausal part, $\tau < 0$. (b) SNR of the causal (right) and acausal (left) Rayleigh pulse as a function of record date $d$ (x-axis in julian days from 1976 to 1977). Thick lines represent days when the Sun was shining and heating the Apollo 17 landing site. The increase in the SNR is synchronized with the Sun’s illumination, oscillating with a periodicity of 29.5 days.

with the S-wave velocity profiles derived from the H/V spectral amplitude ratios at other Apollo sites [Horvath et al., 1980], where they generally increase from 40 m/s at the surface to about 400 m/s at depths between 95 and 160 m.

As a curious feature of our correlations we found that the Rayleigh wave emergence is fluctuating with time of the year. To quantify these variations, we estimated the SNR of the correlated traces as a function of record date $d$. The signal level corresponds to the amplitude of the (causal or acausal) peak. The noise is defined as the standard deviation of the subsequent fluctuations from $\tau = \pm 2$ s to $\tau = \pm 4$ s (Fig. 3(a)). The SNR displayed in Fig. 3(b) is calculated for both the causal (red) and acausal (blue) part of the correlation. It is found to fluctuate with a periodicity of exactly 29.5 days which is also the lunation period. The SNR increases during daytime (displayed as thick horizontal bars on Fig. 3(b)) and decreases at night, pointing to an origin of the Rayleigh wave with solar illumination. When the sun heats the lunar surface, temperature increases from $-170^\circ$C to $+110^\circ$C [Langseth et al., 1973], leading to very high vertical thermal gradients, and resulting in cracking of the lunar surface material and Rayleigh wave generation. This interpretation in line with what was observed during the Apollo era where a large percentage of the seismic events were found to be very small moonquakes, termed thermal moonquakes, occurring with great regularity [Duennebier and Sutton, 1974].

Their activity starts abruptly about 2 days after lunar sunrise and decreases rapidly after sunset, following essentially the same trend as the SNR we observed. Thus it is most likely that the signal we observed here is derived from thermal moonquakes.

The correlated traces displayed in Figs. 1 and 3(a) are not found to be symmetric in time. Though the pulse arrival times are symmetric, waveform amplitudes may change due to preferential direction of propagation of the incident wave field [van Tiggelen, 2003; Paul et al., 2005]. The peak amplitude for each part of the correlations, and for each couple of geophones, is evaluated. Since the reconstructed peak amplitude is proportional to the intensity of the incident waves, we interpret this asymmetry as an anisotropy of the waveform. Let us assume that the symmetric part of the traces is generated by an isotropic flux $\Phi_0$ (waves coming from all directions onto the array), and furthermore that the asymmetric part, corresponding to the excess of amplitude observed on one part of the traces, is generated by an anisotropic flux $\Phi$ (preferential wave incidence). The peak amplitude is therefore proportional to $\Phi_0 + \Phi \cos(\theta_i)$ where $\theta_i$ is the incident angle of the anisotropic flux onto the pair $i - 3$ (Fig. 4). To quantify the asymmetry, we estimate the following ratio:

$$\frac{P_{34}^+ - P_{34}^-}{P_{34}^+ + P_{34}^-} = \frac{\Phi \cos(\theta_i)}{\Phi_0}$$

where $P_{34}^+$ is the peak amplitude of the $C_{34}(\tau)$ positive part. Note that this ratio for pair 3 – 4 can be deduced from Fig. 3(a). It should be noted that this flux is not a remnant wave train (which would appear as a peak at different times $\tau$ in the three pairs). It corresponds to the preferential direction of propagation of the diffuse field intensity. Using this array technique, we evaluated quantitatively the incident direction of the seismic anisotropic flux to be $+22^\circ$ relatively to G4 – G3 (Fig. 4), pointing in the S-E direction to Steno crater, as either a dense area of scatterers or an area with intense thermal moonquake activity.

We have presented a technique to investigate the sub-surface between passive geophones based on the correlation of lunar seismic noise. We have shown that even in a quiet seismic environment with feeble sources, it is possible to obtain a Rayleigh wave dispersion curve. From the inversion of this dispersion curve we estimated the shear wave velocity profile, which provided new information on the velocity structure of the regolith at the Apollo 17 site. Moreover, we have established the Sun as an active generator of lunar seismic noise. In particular the SNR of the reconstructed Rayleigh pulse was found to be strongly dependent on solar illumination. The seismic activity originates from the strong thermal gradients induced during lunar day as well as night. We have applied an array technique for locating noise sources. The weak anisotropy of the seismic diffuse waves reveals a preferential direction of propagation, possibly originating from
FIG. 4: Schematic view of the anisotropic flux.

an area with dense scatterers or increased thermo-seismic activity.

The results presented here establish the method of extracting the Rayleigh-wave GF by cross-correlating seismic noise, as indeed extendable to extraterrestrial planets that not only differ in size, evolution and consequently seismic activity, but also in nature of origin of the noise from that of the Earth. This provides a novel avenue for future seismic exploration of the planets on which quakes might occur infrequently and are most probably also inhomogeneously distributed, of which Mars might be cited as an example [Golombek et al., 1992]. In addition it holds the potential of increasing the scientific return, as noise between events can be successfully used rather than being discarded as has traditionally been the case. Specifically, to probe deeper into the subsurface on future seismic missions, the following points should be kept in mind. Distances between stations should preferably be between one and a few tens of wavelengths, as scattering attenuation might become important for greater distances. The depth probed being roughly 1/3 of the Rayleigh wavelength, this implies going to lower frequencies which necessitates the deployment of broadband seismometers [e.g. Lognonné et al., 2000].
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